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minilboggling`thing.happened to- me. As

teaChe'ctaught me .hew to .,play the .game.. ihe

are typiaally us-d by lliistorians-,

tepee s ructur'e'typily used by hi

locate and memori

ians, how histOriahs

azgu and ho fain Aey dates and facts that a4e-

po'rta t they could dbe used, in almost any discussion about a variety
A-

orical subjects 1.,wasyso startled by what my history teacheP told me-

wanted to t- Li't-what.I learned. Since 1 was notconsidered an

"ad ced" student I was nit '-uppcs,ed to be eligible for the advanced

pia - ement" tests given to "advanced" high school students, who, if they

wel on the tests, wouldbe'given college credit for various history Bourses



when 'thy entered coll*ge. f After.a great deal 'of persuading, begging and
. a

a
g

nOS1110,'I was given.perm2ssion to take- the advanced placement history

tests. I,did.reasoriably.well on those tests and entered the University of

Lilinois-with twelve hburs credit in .history and three hours credit

Coiiefte tpric . wart you to know that I am not being modeSt. or cute

when I saPtatt. all 1-,knew when I took those tests was,what my high school
,-.

4story Xeaphee4taught me: the twenty or-so-words that are typically used

by his s, .thekind'of sqntence structure used by histo a_ how

hiStorians argUer and how to locate and memorize certain key dates,and

s there are so iMportant they could: be used in almost any diScussion

a variety of historical subjects. I hone'stly knew almost nothing

about thos:

.

My awaienes of thfi school opened the world to me. For the

tisn knew what I had always suspected to be true that neither my

, rcourse- for which received credit.

grades nor those of students who typically won a the game yere

indidkit6es, of our intelligence, knowledge, creativity or self worth. As
IL

an aduate, t learned many o f the intricate rules and strategies of

the gamda0d smugly went out drinking w.hile my friends either stayedhipme

to study went drinking_and often lost at the game. kept my gamesmanship_

a guarded secret becabse I thought that if everyone knew the game as well

as I did.1 would no longe- bp winner. Most of my classes were'graded on.'

a curve and if we all played-the game well our professors would have to

change the rules perhaps in a way that I could 'mot figure out. It was

in my best interest'to keep the'rules to myself.

-1 decid-d to-become a teacher-I became dedicated to exPandi

he self Oncept of,,those students who were not typically winners,
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Coneequentl had great success with the "poi); udents

-bother,iuCh with-the "right" students o players,

realized that my bright students were/just as.a

by the discrepandy between their grades

not

_f you, will. :Boon

feoted as anyoYie else

and whet they.idained, and that
-

while_the'winners went on to "better" jobs, they. did not have any morewinners

sa. afactioiy from the = game losers =. Fui*ther variations-of

a
the game ichobl seemed to anifest thems 'ves '"dut in the world ofi,

work and became the.gaMie of work with the same winndts

and losers and'the game shared lack of satisfaction experienced in school.
, o.

At_this point in my career I became' committed tp taking the g

out !of school and. replacing it-with the satisfaction derived from true

whatever thatowag! found the teachings of humanistic psycho

l.with the

learning

and humanistic education

in a way that appealed to me and so-I became a voracious reader and student

issues of learning-and-t-atigfacton

in humanistic psychology humanistic education and experiential learning.

classes became locate d somewhere in that "appropriate" space between_
,

. % .

. -

encounter group and the' traditional classropm. Both my studentg and 1
,

have derivid.remendous value from this, type of learning.

.

In 19161 took est (e and seminar training), As a result of,my

experience I have undergone a dramatic transformation. The value that I
ti

and my ,students have derived from this transformation has spiraled _upwards

to uniMaginable levels. The educational implications Of est are revolption-

,,

a can three hundred people, who never talk one on-one to any

except a trainer, -d who are together for sixty intensive-hours le-
'.

Tonally ?? And hOW.J.s it that, the lea'_so much, intellectually and e



eople experienCe from eat not only lasts or a long time, it also
v

a '

am'just beginning to discover some of the answers to theexpandel

multitude.of gue stiens I have about the educational and psychological

ithplications of est. MuCh of ,what I have learned, I have- l ned from

-my students Ln thecourse, "Mental Hygiene in the Classro m: Creating A

Safe Space,," described belOANT. (The text for this course is entitled.

Creating A Safe Space and was written by my students and myself.)

l invite you to experience my description of "Agreeing to n"

following the first agreement of the course, , rightness and wrongness

are not' at issue. While I have no need for you to agree that l am "right,

my sole purpose is to make ab. contribution

ant to ake it clear thatAhe

he way in which you expetience.

lasses 1. describe are not est, nor does

the philosophy and method l use imply an es't philosophy or methodblogY.

full responsibility for the`methbdolbgy and philosophy presented

thie paper-and acknowledge that who..1 am as .a reSult.of expe iene-ing

est and its, creates Werner Erhard, is piofoundly affected by that experience.



Agreeing to Learn
1

-Stude .in many,collegesettings take minimalgresponsibitity-

for their learning (POStman and Weingartner, 1971) They often feel as

-
if they are victims of the System. 4is victims, external forces appear

,

to dictatatd:,-tudenta what to stUdy,when to study, how to express. what

was learned,ap._ if it was expressed well enough to be given_an "A"; A

large percentage of St see school as a'game which, primarily involves

gqting grade and secondarily involves learnt-1g Millman, 1978).

The-goal wdeveloping the course "Creating A Safe Space" was to
il ; j ' ''

1

ons--i usly rem61.00the Major .elez eats which contribute to students'

r -,-'

experAbncing hey are the victim of external controls.',1 The removal

of external Oonte4ls is not anew or receht',educatienal method (Gross an

Gros, 1969) ln4 order for students to accept and experience being respo_

sible fOr.theWoWntle ming, addition tO eliminating external controls,

supportive nstrtinsl system h4s to replace the oldnstructional

PrOb ly the.Mdst successful such system has been developed on

entary scho " Jewel by A. S_.Neill (Neill, 1960).

. .

The course- eating A Safe .Space" is-an experience of both the
-

system.

7ontrols and evaluating, such as teaeher grading,a0

-n of a new :instructional system-' intended to support-.

free choice a d.individual esponsibility for learn-ing. The core of the

instructiona system is a list of agreements students tublicaliy commit

themselves to before they can-take the course (Miliman,g1977). Notable

among the thirteen agreements are :' "Rightness and wrongness. will not .be
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n this class" d "I will be responsible my own learning"

e constantly being reminded anq confronted1977),, Students

-..loythe teacher and fellow students that they

-agreements or, to bre4 them.

are "choosing" t keep the

It is-possible to receive an "A" for this

course with little work. While such a po _ihlity is

this authOr's egO, it .is

ften difficult for,

necessary for the element of free choice

authentic-and one of the prices one has to pay,

4t- the student who chooses to get,

as-much the students who work hard.

majority of students

'bod

l .would argue, ho aVei-

"easy A" L_

Furthermore the overwhelming

a

conse-Mray learn

exper encemthe course with admirable, integrity,

Much of the _instructional dystem esented in "Creating A Safe Space".

is a direct or indirect outgrowth,. abstraction or/application Of the

author's personal experience ,of erhard seminars ,training (est)'

1976).

Subjects

The subjects were 240 students from the UniverSity

Baltimore County. These students represent a cross. section

VP
in terms. of age,' sex race, major field of study

The subjects all were participantd in an elective

course at UMEC entitled, "Creating A Safe Space."

thirty students in each of eight classes.

Procedure

f Maryland

of students

and level of education.

edu a40.6al psydhology,

They were approximately

There were five major steps followed in each of the eight classeS.

01

. The first step was to co-

create an experience

"Step 1"

unicate the purpose of the-Course,
0

ely

of choosing personal responsibility.tor-learnin



This step Was. act eved,bY elane
of lecture, discussion and,sharing of

appropkiate:life 043erienca'(Miliman, .

Thi

experi Ate

In,okder

a
"Step 2" cvd

stepAnvolved'preating an atmosphere where-students could.

that they were truly 'taking this class it Of personal choice.1

experience that choice students had o have a clea idea of

what'they were choosing and that there would be no judgments or eking

right or wrong whether or

step was focused on cresting

ey chose' to continue in the course. This

n for the experience of choice.

AteeaCtilal.ehoic

step.

participate or not

"Step 3"

ould -come in anether

The third step involved communicating to students that in order

class they had to sign twelve non - negotiable agreement8.

The agreements were non-negotiable because they were necessary fo the

,class to achieve its interide&purpos

It is i this

sign each

"Step 4"

step that students publicly chose whether or not to

agreement - that is, whether or not to choose thi class.

this step 'the agreements-were defiried,' clarlfied; redefined and,reciarified

until each student acknowledged that they had a clear enough sense of each

,agreement _o t- hey could truly choose whether or not to sign them When

clarity was achieves students. actually signed the,agreemen_ or dropped the
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"Step 5"

Step number five is the bulk,of the semester and includes all

that happens from the time students choose whether or not to sign the

agreements to the end of the cot The main focus of the course is

the agreements. That ia, what We talk about in class i not as important

as is the way we experience how we keep or break the agreements during

the process of talking. Coping with freedom of choice'and rbsppnsi ility.

and overcoming past conditioning-have-been a major' issue taking con-

sidrable class,time, and causing intense self evaluation, in each class.

Results or Finding
,..

SeVentY percent of 240 students

have calledhis course the "best fl

n anonymous Course evaluations'

important" or "most valuable"

learning experience in their career as students. The course has a good.

reputation and is filled within the first hour of registration. As a

result of the experience many students_have said that they learned to

take responsibility- for their learning in other courses and many students'

have Attributed getting better grades. to their- experience of:"Oreating A
0

Safe Space. "7 Many, students brave said-that their self concept has been
-*--

4

enhanced as a result of discovering that much of school is a game that

they do not play well anti that playing the game poorly is not an

indica .pf'low-intelligence. Oter students having discovered the
a

"- aspect of school report that they can choose-to Play the game and

they play it better'as.a result of choosing% There is little or.nop-op-

, out rate -_A this course -and students report that their learning stays with

them and contribdte to future learning in other areas of their lives.
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The implications of this course are numerous and far reaching.

e of the implications are the following:

kemoVal of external controls may be a pre-
requisitefor students to experience-the joy'.
of being responsible for their own, learning.

(Leonard; 1968)

Emotional and intellectual learning are parfs
of a whole and in order for students to
experience their wholeness a revolution of

-anrts in instructional systems may be necessary.,

(Brown, 1971,)
1

3. The processing of learning may be the'key to

experiencing the higher levels of knowing.
(?ones, 1968) -.

4 Schools now Are designed for the majority to
fail and as, such contribute to a majority ,showing

a low self-concept. (Glasser, 1969)

An effective instructional system which supports
free choice and individual responsibility for
learning maybe abstracted from est (erhard

seminars training). (Fuller and Wallace, 1575)

6. Resistance ay be a necessary pre-requisite for

learning. Yalom, 1975)

7. Large 'groups. when instructed via the systeM implied

here may support higher levels of learning more than

would be experienced in: the smaller groups often

palled for-by current pedagogical theprists



EMENTS FOR MENTAL HYGIENE IN THE C SSROOM''

A. All Students

1. I will accept full responsibility
class.

learning in

I' will commit. myself to creating a safe'space for learning,

Rightness and wrongness will not be at issue,

4. I will use my experience of others as an opportunitY:-

experience myself.

5. I ok for me and/or others to experiment with new behavior

always taking into account the ,safety and rights of others.

6 I intend to attend. all classes-and if I miss more than three

I _11 either drop the course or come to an acceptable agree-

m nt with Howie based on the traditional gam6 of school.

7. I agree to respect the ,confidentiality of each peison in class.

_I will not discuss class in a way that could reveal the identity

of someone other than me (unlesS I get permission from the other

person to do so). .

I acknowledge that any perSonthis °lags could be its
teacher and I choose to experience Howie as teacher.

9. I will read the textbook, creating A Safe aace.

10. I will not smoke, eat or drink in class.

"E"Students

11. I will find at least twelve quotes from a culture other than

western culture and.relate the.quotes to my experience of this

class._ (The topics to choose from will be given later.) Due

ate: March 21 or 22.

"A!' Students

.1 q I will write a paper (approximately 10 pages-typed) in a style

and on-a-topic to be determined.
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